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The Project
Inspiration
When out cycling between my second year aerospace exams (important revision break), I
thought about the similarities between the fluid dynamics of air around an aerofoil and the air
around me on my bike. If I modelled myself as a fairly un-aerodynamic block on wheels, and
used the standard properties of air at the given temperature, I would be able to calculate the
Reynolds Number of the air flow and thus determine whether this air flow was Laminar or
𝑢
Turbulent. Further to this, I would be able to use 𝑀 =
to determine the Mach Number
𝛾𝑅𝑇

that I was cycling at. I was taught all of this in the context of aircraft design, but transferring
it to any object in an air flow means that the calculations hold true for a bicycle too.
Aim
I wanted to further develop these basic calculations for my bicycle, however this would be
difficult without a very large wind tunnel. Therefore, the aim of the project is to design and
build a small wind tunnel that I can use to visualise the effects of air flow and angle of attack
(AoA) on various aerofoils. Being a home project, I shall only use the materials I can find at
home, and thus simple aerofoils will be far easier to model than a miniature bicycle.

The Main Components
A successful wind tunnel requires three main components to function:
1. The Wind
Without the flow of a fluid, in our case air, we cannot see the effects of the air around the
object. The fluid must be flowing otherwise no effect shall be seen by the observer. In addition
to the wind, a method of fluid indication must be used so that the observer can see the fluid
flowing around the aerofoil – air is clear and so cannot be seen without this technique.
2. The Tunnel
This component is very important in retaining the directional flow of the fluid. Without it, the
air will rapidly dissipate from its source in all directions, and not act in the desired manner to
observe its effect on the aerofoil.

3. The Aerofoil
A fluid flowing down a tunnel/tube means nothing if it cannot serve a valid purpose. In our
context, this purpose is flowing around an object to visualise the effect of changing the AoA of
the aerofoil itself.

The Wind
This is a vital part of the project, no wind = no functioning wind tunnel!
I thought through my possibilities for wind generation that could be found at home, and
decided that my hairdryer would make the perfect ‘wind generator’. I started the project by
modelling my hairdryer on Fusion360 as part of the design process.

My hairdryer.

Views of the CAD model of the hairdryer, developed on Fusion360.

The Tunnel
Having chosen the hairdryer as my source of wind, the tunnel had to be greater in diameter
than the diameter of the hairdryer. Luckily, I still had a cardboard tube in the cupboard from a
recent brewing experiment. This tube is 439mm long, and is 100mm inner diameter and
102mm outer diameter – the perfect size for the project.

As this is a cardboard tube, you cannot see through into the middle section. Therefore a
window would need to be added for the observer to see what is happening inside of the tube.
A hole could not merely be cut in the side of the tube otherwise that would distort the
directional flow of the air, and would cause sideways dissipation of air, greatly effecting the
flow of air around the aerofoil in the axial direction.

The Aerofoil
I found a length of wood in the garage which had an effective chord length of 93mm, and so
when designing my initial aerofoil, this was the dimension I was working towards.
I started drawing some generic shapes of symmetric aerofoils, but then I began researching
the NACA Airfoil series, leading me to a greater understanding of how to accurately calculate,
draw and name specific aerofoils. Using an equation from the NACA Report No. 460, 1933, I
derived the distance from the leading edge at which the maximum thickness for a symmetric
aerofoil occurs and the radius of the leading edge. I then attempted to draw two symmetric
aerofoils: the NACA0015 and the NACA0018. For a bit of fun, I then drew an asymmetric
aerofoil, the NACA6412.

Above: yt is the thickness of a symmetric aerofoil at any
point along its chord length.
Middle: Differential of yt leading to the determination that the
maximum thickness of the symmetric aerofoil is at
≈ 0.3 times the chord length from the leading edge.

Above: r is the radius of the
leading edge, based on the
maximum thickness and the
chord length.

The Aerofoil
These are the hand sketches that I produced for aerofoils, both before (left) and after (middle
and right) researching the NACA Airfoil four-digit series.

Basic sketches for generic
symmetric aerofoil designs.

Symmetric Aerofoils drawn
from actual calculation, based
on the NACA Airfoil 4-digit
series.

Asymmetric Aerofoil drawn
from actual calculation based
on the NACA Airfoil 4-digit
series.

CAD on Fusion360
The following slides show screenshots of the Wind Tunnel that I designed on Fusion360.
Protractor.

Aerofoil.

Hairdryer

End of the fan.
Fan to help draw air
through the tunnel.

Cardboard tube
‘tunnel’.
Viewing window.
Front and rear stands
for the hairdryer to
be raised off of the
ground in line with
the tube.

Initial concept design of my wind tunnel.
Dimensions based on the hairdryer and cardboard tube.

Stands for the
cardboard tube to be
raised off of the
ground in line with
the hairdryer.

Base supporting rod.

CAD on Fusion360
Aero-detailed
design in the
tunnel stands.

Rubber ends to
support the
hairdryer and fan
in tunnel.

Curved pipework
holding the protractor
at the correct level for
the aerofoil.

Knurled knob to change the angle of
attack of the aerofoil, with needle to
indicate the angle on the protractor.

CAD on Fusion360
Nut and thread on rod to ensure the rod
doesn’t slide out of the rear of the tunnel.
Aerofoil based on
the NACA0018.

Rod axle to pass through aerofoil and both
rear of tunnel and window at the front.

Hexagonal nut attached to rod
axle to slot into void in the
side of the aerofoil, to ensure
that the aerofoil rotates when
user turns the knob.
Hexagonal void cut into the side of the
aerofoil for the rod to fit into and to ensure
that when the knob is turned, the aerofoil
changes angle.

Knurled knob to change the angle of
attack of the aerofoil, with needle to
indicate the angle on the protractor,
both attached to the rod axle.

Initial Design Issues
Having completed my initial concept design on Fusion360, I reviewed the wind tunnel, to see
how plausible it was as a design.
I found that while it retains the simplistic idea that I was aiming for, it would actually only be a
one time use product – once a specific aerofoil is inserted and the window attached, there is
no way of removing the aerofoil and inserting a different one.
The current design sees the rod slot between a hole in the rear of the tunnel and a hole in the
window at the front, providing axial support for it to be rotated by the user. However, the hole
in the front window is marginally larger in size than the rod diameter, and definitely much
smaller than the hexagonal nut attached to the rod, thus the rod would not be able to slide
out through the front window. A potential solution to this would be to increase the hole in the
front window to fit the size and shape of the hexagonal nut, and then use the protractor as
the axial support for the rod to sit in.
Instead, I decided to add a slot down the front of the window, enabling the entire viewing
window to be lifted out of place, allowing for easy access to change the aerofoil. This means
that some handles and locks need to be added to the window to ensure that it can be lifted
in/out of position and most importantly lock the window into place when the fluid is flowing
along the tunnel.

Finalised CAD Model
The only edits between the
finalised CAD model and the
initial design are in this
region.

The rest of the design functions
in the same way as previously
described and illustrated.

Finalised CAD Model
Slider locks have been added to the original design concept, to
ensure that the force of the flowing fluid down the tunnel does not
push the window out of place. Slider lock is easy to use and will not
trouble the user.

Slot cut into the curved window
face so that the window can be
lifted up and out over the rod.

In this model, the rod is axially
supported by the protractor rather
than a hole cut in the viewing window.

The Handles have been added to enable the user to
easily lift the viewing window in and out of position,
in order to change the aerofoil inside the tunnel.

Finalised CAD Model
This is an exploded view of the
finalised CAD model, illustrating all
the individual components of the
design.

The overall design consists
of 26 components
(including the hairdryer),
however some of these are
doubles, such as the tunnel
stands, the viewing window
slider locks and handles.

Some components such as
the rod and the front base
support have been modelled
as single items on
Fusion360. However in
reality, these would also be
manufactured from multiple
parts and assembled into
one component.

Manufacture
Having completed my two designs, I set about the construction phase of the project. As
previously mentioned, this is very much a home project, and so materials used were what I
could find and the processes fairly basic.
Materials:
• Cardboard Tube
• Cereal Boxes
• Orange Juice Bottle
• Wooden Block
• 2mm Nails
• Solder
• White Thread
• Super Glue
• Sellotape
• Green Spray Paint

Equipment:
• Pen Knife
• Scissors
• Pen
• Ruler
• Calculator
• Pair of Compasses
• Soldering Iron

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power Drill
Junior Hack Saw
Chisel
Mallet
Sandpaper
Elastic Band
Hair Brush/Comb

Making the Tunnel: The Tube

Measured and drew the height
of the window onto tape.

Cut along the lines with pen
knife. Test section in the middle.

Applied tape onto the tube about the
centre line and connected the top and
bottom to the sides with pen lines.

Removed section, leaving the
window hole cut out.

Making the Tunnel: The Window

The OJ Bottle from which
the window was made.

Bottom removed first,
to make a flat base.

Rectangular strip cut
to the required size.

Reformed plastic taped to the
tube, to set the exact curvature.

Tape used to hold the plastic in cylindrical
shape, reforming the curvature of the part.

Window made, with the correct
curvature for the tube.

Making the Tunnel Stands

Net of stand being drawn out on
cereal box. Note, semi-circles have
the same diameter as the tube.

Net shape cut out.

Pen knife being used to
score along the fold lines.

Net easily folded after
lines being scored.

Net folded into shape,
and taped along one
side with tab.

Process repeated to give
the two stands.

Making the Hairdryer Stands

Band used to measure
circumference of hairdryer
at designated points.

Front hairdryer stand net
drawn out with both radii
labelled.

The four locations along the hairdryer
for the stand, and their measurements.

Pen knife used to score
along the fold lines, to
make folding easier.

Front hairdryer
stand net cut out.

Note the four different sizes of
semicircle cut out for the varying
cross-section of the hairdryer.

Method repeated for both front and rear
hairdryer stands, and then taped together.

Making the Aerofoil

Length of wood from garage with
chord length 93mm, and 60mm
width being marked out onto the
block.

Chisel and Mallet used to
carve out the desired shape.

Shape of the aerofoil drawn onto the
piece of wood.
Based on the NACA0016 Aerofoil:
Length = 93mm, Thickness = 15mm.

Final aerofoil, after being sanded
down to remove the rough surface.

Rough aerofoil shape having been
chiselled from the original block.

Making the Axle

Unlike in my CAD designs, I was not
able to mill a hexagonal void into the
side of the aerofoil for the axle to slot
into. Therefore, I changed the design
so that a fork shaped axle would slot
into two holes in the side of the
aerofoil, providing the same result as
intended, in a more simple manner.
It consists of a central pivot at the
rear and a rotational element on the
front side. The holes drilled were
The axle would be manufactured
2.5mm diameter.
from 2mm diameter nails.

The ends of the nails
were sawn off with
the junior hack saw.

Layout of the pins for the
rotational element of the
axle.

These are the required lengths of
nail for the front and rear axle,
cut using the JHS.

Making the Axle

P120 sandpaper used to
remove excess solder
and smooth the joints.

Two pins slotted into
the holes in aerofoil,
whilst the other is held
in place.

Final soldered rotational
element for the front axle.

View through microscope of the three
pins having been soldered together.

Fourth central pin held in
place, ready to be soldered to
the previously formed part.

Spraying the Inside of the Tunnel

With lightwood being used for
the aerofoil, a darker backdrop
would provide better contrast.

Interior tube
sprayed dark green
to provide better
contrast for the
aerofoil inside.

Exterior ends of tube also
protected with paper.

To prevent spraying the exterior of
the tube, paper was used to
protect around the window region.

Spraying carried out
outside on a groundsheet.

Assembly of Parts

Superglue used as adhesive to
bond window to tube. Tape used
to hold the window in place.

Layout of axle on front and
rear side of the aerofoil.

Pen knife used to
remove the fixing tape.

Aerofoil held in place with
the axle components.
Viewing window secured into place, all tape removed.

Drilling the Axle Supports

Calculated half
circumference of
the tube.

Marked crosses at half circumference
apart on tape, length of circumference.

Drilling the holes in
front and rear of tube.

Hole drilled in rear
side of the tube.

Crosses line up with centre line on tube to ensure
holes drilled on front and rear are directly in line.

Hole drilled in window
side of the tube.

Full Assembly

Hairdryer supported
by the two stands.

Tunnel supported
by the two stands.

Unlike the CAD previously shown, this model varies slightly to the final design. It is
in fact more similar to that of the initial design, as I found a way to insert and
remove the aerofoil, without having to remove the window – as it is superglued in
place. Further to this, you will notice that the axle does not have a knurled knob
nor a needle to a protractor on the exterior side of the viewing window.

Zoomed in section of the aerofoil through
the viewing window, supported by the axle.
Angle of attack being changed by the user.
As the model is, the observer would not be able to tell
whether or not there was a fluid flowing around the aerofoil.
Despite the model of the wind tunnel being completed,
another component is still required to show functionality - this
is the job of the fluid indicator.

Making the Fluid Indicator

Individual strands of white cotton thread were measured
to the desired length, twice the leading edge to trailing
edge, and superglued at the centre point.

Seven lots of thirty strands were then glued to
form a single entity of threads, with a width of
45mm, enough to cover the central 75% of
the aerofoil.

Combed to straighten
and cut the ends off.

Thirty strands were glued together at a
time and combed to prevent tangling.

Fluid Indicator to be used. Thread was used as
each thread would flow separately to the next,
depending on the fluid flow around the aerofoil.

Wind Tunnel in Use
This short video clip shows the wind tunnel in use, with the user controlling the angle of
attack. You can also see the effect of the wind on the wing section, as it passes over and
around the aerofoil – due to the fluid indicator, without this, nothing would be seen at all.

Action Shots
At these shallow angles of attack, the air
flows smoothly over the upper and lower
surface of the aerofoil, in a very streamlined
manner.
These three images (right) show
the aerofoil at a higher angle of
attack, approximately 10° to
20° from the horizontal. Note,
due to geometry of the tunnel,
for higher AoA, the aerofoil is
rotated anticlockwise.

These three images (left)
show the aerofoil at a low
angle of attack,
approximately 0° to 5°
from the horizontal.
At these greater angles of attack, the air
doesn’t flow as smoothly over either surface
of the aerofoil. Instead, the air is forced close
to the upper surface, and left to flow much
more freely in the wake of the lower surface
due to the lower pressure formed underneath.

Key Aerodynamic Observation
The previous set of images show how changing the angle of attack alters the effect of the
airflow around the aerofoil. These were the observations that I was expecting to see. However,
by continuing the flow of air, another, much more interesting, observation was recorded.

In the image shown, the aerofoil is at ~3° from the
horizontal. This means that the high pressure built up on the
lower surface ‘spills’ over and around the edge of the aerofoil,
in the gap between the window and the object itself. When
this happens, that higher pressure drags the air from below
onto the upper surface forming a vortex at the wing tip.
Here, you can see this effect where the fluid indicator from
the lower surface has been dragged up and over onto the
upper surface, where it now flows in a lower pressure region.

Key Observation:
Wing Tip Vortex

This is a key aerodynamic observation, as it can be used to design better wing tips to reduce
drag. If the fluid indicator were longer, a helical vortex would be seen trailing the aerofoil. This
causes drag, so being able to reduce it is important in aerodynamic design.

Manufacturing Issue
As with any project, there are issues that only become evident after the first model has been
made. The main manufacturing issue here is with the fluid indicator as you may have seen in
the previous video.

Width of
superglue
effects the
flow of threads
around the
leading edge.

The issue is due to the supergluing of the threads. When the
superglue dries at the centre of all the threads, it solidifies and
whilst it connects the threads together as intended, it also forms a
hard strip down the centre, with a width of up to 5mm in some
areas. This means that the threads do not smoothly follow the
curvature of the leading edge of the aerofoil, but instead, float
slightly away from the upper and lower surface, which effects the
result as seen by the user in terms of the flow around the aerofoil.

There are some further issues regarding the air flow which become apparent later on.

Re-Designing the Fluid Indicator

Initial sketch of the newly developed fluid indicator. It
would be made from a single piece of material with a
solid central strip which smoothly wraps around the
leading edge of the aerofoil, with each of the threads
flowing freely across the upper and lower surface of
the body. Two rectangular strips would fold around
onto the front and rear of the aerofoil and then be
glued together, holding it in the correct shape.

Drawing of the piece of material laid out flat. You can
clearly see the cross hatching in the central strip
indicates that this is solid material, compared to the
sections either side which have had all the vertical
threads removed, leaving behind the unidirectional
threads running the whole length of the material.

Isometric drawing of the new part.
Note the placement of the rectangular
strips in relation to the axle.

Making the New Fluid Indicator

Completed Fluid Indicator.
‘Solid’ central section with
free flowing end sections.
Template drawn and cut out on card.

Vertical threads picked
out using drawing pin.

Outline drawn onto cloth using
the template and then cut out.

1hr 50mins of picking each
thread in the end sections.

Re-Assembly with the New Fluid Indicator
Middle: Part on its own, having been glued
together.
Below: The Fluid Indicator in place on the
aerofoil. You can clearly see how it
smoothly wraps around the leading edge
of the aerofoil as intended.

Part is laid over the aerofoil.
Superglue applied to the two
connecting ‘tabs’ of the middle section
at front and rear of the aerofoil.

Re-Run of Wind Tunnel in Use

At this fixed AoA of
about 15° you can
see the Fluid Indicator
flowing in the wake of
the aerofoil – the key
observation I was
expecting to see from
this project.

You can see how much
more smoothly the
material flows over the
leading edge of the
aerofoil, than using the
previous method.

Video showing the original aerofoil at a fairly fixed angle of
attack, with the newly developed Fluid Indicator in use.

Action Shots of the Re-Run
This slide shows some still images from the wind tunnel in use with the modified fluid indicator,
as seen in the video on the previous slide. Note, AoA is increased in the negative direction.
At this shallow angle
of attack, the wind is
flowing smoothly over
the aerofoil, with
equal air pressure
above and below.

As the AoA is
increased, the pressure
is reduced on the
underside of the
aerofoil, and hence the
fluid indicator shows
more movement in the
wake.

These two images
show the formation of
an eddy. The air flows
at an angle to the
lower surface of the
aerofoil (top image)
Then, due to the
turbulent nature of the
flow, a reverse current
is formed and the air
flicks up as an eddy, as
seen in the bottom
image.

Measuring the Velocity of the Wind
Aim:
To determine the velocity at which the air comes out of the
hairdryer nozzle.
0m

1m

Above:
Set up of the experiment to
determine the speed of the
wind from the hairdryer.
Left:
Mid-experiment shot, with the
help of my Father, Paul, on
the timing and my dog, Izzy,
tracking the ball!

Method:
A ping-pong ball (lightweight) was placed directly in front of the
nozzle of the hairdryer, at the 0m mark – on a smooth surface. A
timer was started when the hairdryer was turned on and an
observer stopped the timer when the ball passed the 1m mark on
the tape measure – as shown in the photos provided. Repeated
multiple times and a velocity calculated from the average time.
Results:
Distance/m

Time/s

Distance/m

Time/s

1

0.73 *

1

0.58

1

0.39 *

1

0.60

1

0.48

1

0.63

1

0.62

1

0.53

1

0.59

1

0.46

1

0.53

1

0.56

* - removed from average as anomalies.

Average time from the 10 good
results: 0.56s (2sf).
Therefore, average velocity:
𝑠
1
𝑢= =
= 1.79
𝑡 0.56
Thus, the velocity of the air from
the hairdryer is determined to
be: 1.79 m/s

Mathematic Analysis
Having calculated an approximate velocity of the wind speed exiting the nozzle of the
hairdryer, I have completed some further mathematical analysis of the airflow in the wind
tunnel, particularly, the Reynolds Number, and the Mach Number of the airflow.
Reynolds Number:
• Used to predict flow patterns in fluids.
𝜌𝑢𝐿
𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒
• 𝑅𝑒𝐿 =
=
𝜇

𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

1.20 ∗ 1.79 ∗ 0.093
𝑅𝑒𝐿 =
= 10760
−5
1.857 ∗ 10

Mach Number:
• Ratio of air speed to speed of sound.
𝑢
𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒
• 𝑀=
=
𝛾𝑅𝑇

𝑀=

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

1.79
1.4 ∗ 287 ∗ 300

= 0.005

Airflow around an aerofoil transitions from
It can therefore be stated that as the Mach
5
laminar to turbulent at a value of 𝑅𝑒𝐿 = 10 . Number is < 0.8, the air flow is definitely
It can therefore be stated that the airflow
subsonic - as expected from a hairdryer!
from the hairdryer passing over the length of
the aerofoil is laminar.

Evaluation
The results obtained through mathematical analysis are somewhat trivial based on the method
of calculating the air speed of the hairdryer.
Using the wind tunnel in constant conditions, i.e. constant room temperature, the Mach
Number varies linearly with the air speed. Therefore, if u was a factor of two out, then M
would also be a factor of two out, but at such low speeds, this has very little significance on
the results and observations of the aerofoil in the wind tunnel.
However, the result of the Reynolds Number is more questionable. Whilst the mathematical
outcome suggests a laminar air flow around the aerofoil, as seen in the videos and images, the
fluid indicator is moving considerably in its wake. This strongly suggests turbulent nature, as a
laminar flow would result in the fluid indicators not moving at all. The most probable reason
for the difference between the mathematical model and the physical experiment is to do with
the hairdryer producing the fluid flow. It is likely that the hairdryer produces flow with a high
turbulence intensity, and thus gives a result different to that which has been predicted by the
mathematical model. Re-arranging the set-up as a suction tunnel could solve this issue.

Project Round Up
At the start of the Summer, I set out to ‘design and build a small wind tunnel that I can use
to visualise the effects of air flow and angle of attack (AoA) on various aerofoils’. Now, having
completed the project, I have successfully achieved what I originally set out to do.
It has been a multi-stage process, from CAD modelling on Fusion360 to manufacturing with
materials and tools from around the house, to carrying out a practical experiment in order to
perform mathematical analysis. All aspects of this project have developed and refined my own
skillset, along with a greater understanding and knowledge on the classification of the NACA
Airfoil 4-digit series, due to the research that I did in the early stages of the project.
This presentation provides a visual documentation of each stage of the process, from the initial
project outline, through to project completion. It shows evidence of the results that I gained
from observing the aerofoil in the wind tunnel, which was in alignment with what I expected to
see. These expectations, along with the technical language used throughout, have come from
my studies at The University of Sheffield, as an Undergraduate Aerospace Engineering Student.

